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HARVEST SUPPER
W

here did you hold your
harvest meal this year?

Over the decades Wales has seen
harvest meals hosted in chapels and
churches, halls, village and church,
homes and barns, pubs and restaurants.
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Meals will have included breads and
soups, fruits and vegetables, meats
fried, slow cooked and roasted. Many
will have accompanied their meals with
lashings of fruit juice, lemonade or
locally brewed cider.

This year will have been the rst
harvest meal for many since Covid.
They have proved to be an important
moment. In a commercialised and
regimented calendar they stand out as
something unique in the community.
They are organised on the hoof with a
rota or word of mouth and their ‘bring
and share’ nature encourages novelty
and innovation.

So congratulations to those who hosted
a Harvest this year. And to those who
didn’t: fear not, there’s always next year.
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Diners at the
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AUTUMN ASSOCIATION
W
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ith industrial action
threatening the smooth
running of the railway on
5th October, the day on which the
Association in the East was due to
meet, only one inveterate rail
traveller ventured to Newtown by
train that day. Others travelled by car,
or stayed overnight in the hotel with
the exotic name that’s located just
across the bridge from the Crescent
church, The Elephant & Castle. The
recent indisposition of the Clerk,
Revd Ian Hayward resulted in Revd
Brian Matthews taking over as
Interim-Clerk, and in sending their

good wishes to Ian, the meeting
expressed its appreciation for the
arrangements that Brian had made to
ensure the smooth running of the day.
At 10.30am, the Moderator, Revd Dr
Mike Ward called everyone to
Worship, and in time honoured
fashion the business of the
Association proceeded, with a fairly
minimal Association Report that
principally resulted in the
reappointment of Dr Mike Ward as
Moderator for another year. He
presided at the Communion Table
where elders who had died since the
last Meeting were remembered.
Tributes prepared by Revd J E
Wynne Davies to two Past
Moderators, one each from the
Association in South and the
Association in the North were read.
Both Revd Hadyn Thomas and Revd
Ieuan Lloyd had been Moderator of
the General Assembly too. On a
happier note, Revd Iain B Hodgins
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conveyed the greetings of the
Association to Revd Raymond W J
Webb, T.D. on the occasion of the 65th
anniversary of his ordination to the
ministry. In a personal re ection,
prior to his more formal recollections,
he recalled the friendship that Mr
Webb had shown him prior to his own
entry to the United Theological
College fty-one years earlier.
A child of our Church, Raymond
Webb was brought up in Newport.
Supported by the then
Monmouthshire Presbytery he
entered the United Theological
College in 1953. It was a time when
students for the ministry were
numerous and Professor W R
Williams was Principal.
The Association in the East was only
ten years old when Raymond was
ordained alongside Reginald Smith in
1957. Both men had received calls to
churches in the Cheshire, Flint and
Denbigh Presbytery and for Raymond
that was Chester Road, Flint. In 1963
he moved to Princes Road, Rhyl and
Pensarn - the churches with which he
is, perhaps, most associated. In later
years he moved to Ithon Road and
Builth Wells, followed by a period
before retirement in Ebenezer,
Haverfordwest and Rehoboth,
Milford Haven.
During the 1960's the Christian
Herald was still a prominent nondenominational weekly magazine that
was popular Sunday afternoon
reading in many Bible-centred homes.

Raymond was a frequent contributor
of the sermon that usually lled the
opening page that readers came upon
just inside the front cover. He was
evangelical in style and debonair in
appearance. His other great interest
was the Territorial Army of which he
was a chaplain, and he was honoured
to receive the Territorial Decoration
after twenty years' service.
In his middle years he graduated with
a B.Th. from the University of Wales,
and compiled a History of the Brecon,
Radnor and Hereford Presbytery
during his time in that Presbytery.
He was helped in his ministry by
Margaret, his wife and they now live
in Hitchin near their daughter.
Readers of ‘the Treasury’ as well as
members of the Association join in
acknowledging this milestone
moment, and send them both our
warm and prayerful greetings.
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Revd Nan Wyn Powell Davies was
welcomed as she presented her
Report. Much of this was a resume of
business and decisions that had taken
place at the General Assembly in
September. The dates for the Spring
Meetings at Mancot were announced,
9th - 10th May 2023.

NEWS FOR THE CHURCHES
PRECIOUS PRAYERS
recious Prayers is a
collection of Bible verses
and hymns with photos of
well-known places in Wales.
It has been compiled to remind us of
God’s love and promises, to inspire
prayer, to provoke memories and to
start conversations.
Our hope and prayer is that this
book of beautiful words and
pictures will be a source of
encouragement and joy.
Copies are available from
eirian.roberts@ebcpcw.cymru
or by telephone on 01678 520065
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COLEG Y BALA LOOKS
FORWARD
his last year has been a year
of rebuilding, a year of
newness, and a year of
change. The year started with
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regulations, risk assessments,
masks, test and copious amount of
hand sanitiser. Courses were run as
much as possible outside and the
team adapted and ran courses in
line with all the rules and
regulations. Courses lled up and
our children and youth were yet
again given the opportunity to hear
the good news of Jesus.
The summer courses quickly lled
up and it was great to see the Coleg
full of energy, noise and life. The
summer is very intense for all the
sta who both work and lead the
courses. There is a huge amount of
work in creating and then running
these courses and we are so grateful
for every member of sta in making
this happen. We thank God for the
team that He has given us here in
Coleg y Bala.
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We have appointed Cameron Jones
from Caernarfon as Deputy-Warden
and Sion Gwyn from Waunfawr on
the Gap Year plan. We are so grateful
for both.
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A highlight this summer was to
welcome this Mizo community who
are based here in the U.K. I’m sure
you have read about that in the
‘Treasury’ and the blessing which
they received as they went round the
areas and homes of the missionaries.
As a team however, we were so
blessed by their presence. Their zeal
and worship was such an
encouragement to us, and their
delight in praying for the work here at
the Coleg was wonderful. There was
a real sense that there was such a
partnership in the Gospel here! How
amazing that the missionary vision of
our Church over a hundred years ago
is continuing to bless and build up
the church here in Wales.
September is always a hard month to
ll at the Coleg. However, we have
been able to continue with local
activities.
There is still a very warm welcome
for us as a team in the local schools.
We continued to keep in to touch via
on-line services, however, being back
in the schools is so much better. It is
a wonderful privilege to be able to
share the Gospel with all the primary
aged children in the area. We are
grateful for the wonderful
relationship which we have with the
schools.

Since September, complicated work
has been done on the heating system
in the Coleg. The work has taken ve
weeks to complete, and it will be nice
to have a warm College to welcome
everybody back again!
We have taken advantage to up-grade
the D.H. Owen kitchen so that we can
o er self-catering accommodation!
Therefore , as you can see, it has been
a period of di erent challenges but
it’s so nice to have a Centre for the
children and young people to attend.
Writing this has reminded us of God’s
faithfulness. Thank you for your
partnership in the work and your
prayers for all that is happening here.
TYDDYN STREET REMEMBERS
t Tyddyn Street United
Church, Mold on the Sunday
following the Quuen’s death,
a special service was led by Revd Dr
Kathryn Price. Prayers of thanks
were given for the Queen’s life of
service following the Lord she served.
In her sermon Revd Kathryn Price
said the Queen’s faith and service
went hand in hand. Photos and
mementos of the reign of Queen
Elizabeth II from members had been
laid out on a table arranged by Anne
Richards.
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Members gathered after the service
to share recollections of the Queen’s
life. It was found that at least three of
them remembered with pleasure the
Queen in her tour of Wales in 1953
after her coronation. At the time
none of them lived in Mold, but Frida
Jones was in school in Rhyl (then in
Flintshire) and was in the school
choir that sang some Welsh songs for
the Queen. Anne Richards was also in
school and remembers being in the
crowds in Llanelly (in
Carmathenshire) and Mervyn
Phillips, training as an articled clerk
and staying in Pontypridd,
(Glamorgan) remembered the Queen
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greeting the welcoming crowds in
Ynysangharad Park.
Geo rey Hughes brought to church a
press cutting from The Leader in
2004 showing his uncle in the High
Street Mold crowds greeting the
Queen on her visit to Mold. He
recounted that his uncle had served
his time in the Welsh Guards and at
one point his unit was on guard duty
in Buckingham Palace. The heading
in the press cutting was ‘Do you
remember me Ma’am’, whether there
was a conversation at the time, the
press picture showed the Queen
clearly enjoying herself.
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Anne Richards, shared a memory
about Haydn Rees, a former elder of
the church and Chief Executive of
Flintshire and then Clwyd. He
greeted the Queen when she came to
Mold, with Prince Philip, for the
opening of Theatr Clwyd and Anne
brought a photograph of the
commemorative book being signed.
Mervyn Phillips thanked those taking
part and said that the past week had
been a time of personal re ection for
many and a time to give thanks for
the life of service given by the Queen.

MISSION HALL, NEATH
n 14th -15th October
members of the Mission held
a Revival Conference. They
invited all to join the "Heavenly
Feast" and celebration.
Rich blessings for everyone were
anticipated by Revd Moon Sook Choi
who is minister of the church where
some of her predecessors have
included the Joshua brothers, I. B.
Davies, Percy Payne, and R Leslie
Jones.

O

NEW PASTORATE
OPPORTUNITY
he churches of Buckley, Mold
and Ewloe Green in
Flintshire are looking for a
new minister. The pastorate of three
churches is complemented by a role
of chaplain to the Park eld’s
Community Centre in Mold.
Finishing touches are being put to he
Job Description and an advert will be
put on the PCW website shortly.
Readers are encouraged to share it
with friends who might be interested
and with their social media followers.

T

TWO MILLS, WIRRAL
he Moderator of the
Association in the East held a
special service on the Sunday
following the Queen’s death to o er
prayers and give thanks for the life of

T

PHOTO: Mervyn
Phillips, Anne
Richards and Geo rey
Hughes at Tyddyn
Street.

Prospect Cymru Zimbabwe Project
Christian Aid in Wales has recently
been successful in receiving a grant
of £182,000 from the Welsh
Government under the Wales Africa
Grant Scheme. This grant will reach
up to 40,000 people helping them
adapt to the e ects of climate
change by learning new farming
skills to ensure food production,
looking at renewable clean energy,
the planting of 20,000 trees and also
women empowerment through
women’s groups. Ensuring that
women’s voices are heard when it
comes to forming policies and
decision making which a ect the
everyday lives of families in their
communities.
her Majesty. The service was timed to
end at 7.10pm to allow worshippers to
return home for the national oneminute service of remembrance.
NORTHERN PRESBYTERY
t a recent meeting Llinos
Roberts reported on the work
of Christian Aid.

A

Up to beginning of September
Christian Aid Week UK income has
reached £4.4m. Llinos extended
thanks and gratitude for all that has
been done to make this year’s
Christian Aid Week a success. Many
of the events held were rst time face
to face events following the covid
pandemic regulations. farming
initiatives and livelihoods in the face
of the climate crisis.
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The Christian Aid Ukraine appeal
has raised £2.5m – which enables us
to work with our partners to help the
most vulnerable refugees with
medical help, food, money, their basic
everyday needs and shelter. In the
long term partners will continue to
support people with disabilities,
trauma, and long-term rebuilding of
lives in the Ukraine.

It’s very encouraging to hear of many
events being organised in response to
the PCW appeal. Focus for the rst
six months has been on our partners
work in Kenya and the focus for the
next six months will be on our
partners' work on the climate crisis
on communities in Honduras in
South America.
Christian Aid have prepared a
downloadadable pack which has been
designed to help churches to have
conversations on Climate Justice so
that we may be encouraged and
inspired to make some changes as
churches and individuals to the way
we lead our lives and our everyday
choices – it’s a great opportunity to
involve families and community.
Llinos would welcome an
opportunity to work with
Presbyteries or an individual church
to hold a Christian Aid event.
She encourages all to sign the
petition on the CA website 'Loss and
Damage RiseUpPayUp’. Polluters
must pay up to repair what’s damaged
by the climate crisis. The people who
have done the least to cause the
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A friend from Northop Hall in
Flintshire heard about this and is
putting her skills to good use.
Perhsaps other readers will be
similarly encouraged. Please send us
photos of your nished work, if you
do.
CLIMATE CHANGE
evd Dr Diane Stirling was
invited to deliver the
prestigious Davies Lecture on
a theme of her own choosing at the
General Assembly last month. In
accordance with the terms of the

R

climate crisis are dealing with
damage to harvests and homes. They
are losing their lives, land and culture.
Due to the Climate Crisis, Covid, the
War in Ukraine and the worst drought
for over forty years, the focus for this
year’s Harvest materials have been on
the East Africa Hunger Appeal which
Christian Aid launched this
summer. Our partners are already
xing broken clean water wells,
arranging tanked water supplies to
communities and sharing water
puri cation tablets. Partners are
distributing food and medical
supplies to over 300,000 families,
they are also supplying food and
veterinary supplies for livestock.
Please share the prayers for this
appeal at your services so that we can
ease the hunger where crops have
failed, where livestock have died and
where clean water is deteriorating.
TWIDDLEMUFFS
ome of our readers will have
heard of Twiddlemu s. They
are a knitted mu with an
item attached that a person with
dementia can twiddle in their hands.
He soft knitted maths contain strands
of texted ribbon beads and there is
ff
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fabrics attached inside and out and
can be costly if I did on the Internet.
However an NHS project in Devon is
encouraging people to knit
twiddlemu s for patients in their
hospitals and care homes.

Lecture, her script will be considered
for publication by the trustees. This
summary of the 2022 lecture is a
foretaste.
No one can deny that our climate is
changing. Right across Europe there
have been very high temperatures
leading to wild res and water
shortages this summer. And

PHOTO: Diane
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unseasonably high temperatures in
one part of a country and oods in
others are becoming the new norm.
The recent oods in Pakistan have
been devastating. But what is the
Christian standpoint on this? Is it all
part of the natural order of things in
our world created by our loving
Father, or are we to blame for
desecrating the world in which he
made us stewards of his creation?
The Book of Genesis tells us that God
appointed humankind to look after
the earth (Gen. 1:26-28). But does
this mean we can “rule” the earth as
we like, exploiting it for all the
resources it can provide? In this case
we can say that climate change is in
the hands of God. Or is it a command
for us to be good stewards, respecting
the earth and the whole of creation,
managing it on God’s behalf ? In this
case climate change is in the hands of
man, for we have failed in our duty of
care. When God speaks to Job and
show him the wonders of the world,
Job is in awe of God and all that He
has created (Job 38-41). He realises
that he is just one of God’s creatures
and is content to leave everything to
God’s Wisdom. Should we then too
leave everything in God’s hands and
let the world run itself ? But
considering how we have already
mistreated the world, emitting
greenhouse gases into the
atmosphere as we have grown to be
global superpowers, this might be a
world without humans. Surely then
climate change is in the hands of man
not God, for we have failed in our duty
of care. Our task now then is one of
damage limitation for the sake of our
children and children’s children and
further generations to come.
WALES’ ELEVENTH RECOVERY
SUNDAY
unday, 30st October 2022,
will be another milestone in
the history of the battle
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against addiction to alcohol, drugs
and other harmful behaviours in
Wales.
Once again this year, a Sunday has
been designated as Recovery Sunday
to encourage churches not only to
think about those su ering from
various dependencies or addictions,
to learn more about their situation,
their needs and the help available
through such services as Adferiad,
Cynnal, Enfys, the Living Room, and
other services and providers, but also
to encourage churches to do
something practical to help. This
could involve a nancial contribution
towards the work. Others may take
note of what is said in Hebrews 13,
3 “Regard prisoners as if you were in
prison with them.” The author of the
letter to the Hebrews no doubt refers
to a literal, physical prison, but on
Recovery Sunday let us remember
that addiction to alcohol, drugs, food,
sex/pornography, gambling etc. is a
prison for so many people today.
All of us, from time to time on life’s
journey, feel a longing for stillness
and peace in the sense of getting away
from problems, from the things that
enslave us or threaten to do so.
Sometimes we want to be away from
other people. ‘Go away, let me be.’
That’s what we want to say at such
times. But ‘peace’ in that sense isn’t
always possible – we can’t always
simply escape from situations, things
or people, and, indeed, it may be that
that’s not the best thing to do anyway.
And people too often escape to places
that don’t o er ultimate freedom, but
addiction – to alcohol and other
drugs, gambling, pornography, to
name but a few of the possibilities.
And work – the ‘workaholic’
syndrome can also be a very real
addiction.
But we can all pray for a deeper peace
– we have a special word for that kind

of peace in Welsh – tangnefedd, the
inner peace that can be ours even in
the midst of strife and su ering.
In our service this year, which has
been composed by Siôn Aled, we will
re ect on cultivating that miraculous
inner peace in our own lives and on
how we can lead others to experience
the same healing.
The service, which is attached, will
also be available for download from
our website: www.cynnal.wales.
This is Wales’ eleventh Recovery
Sunday. On this Sunday, we invite
Christians to unite in prayer for those
who are dependent and trapped in
addiction, asking God to help us to
help them.
COMMUNITY LEADERS
CLIMATE CHANGE TRAIING
e are inviting community
leaders (i.e. faith groups,
community centres, youth
groups, cultural organisations, and
educators) across all UK regions to
join us in a free online training
session.
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The purpose of this ninety-minute
training session is to support
understanding of climate change and
provide the knowledge and
con dence to talk about climate
change within local communities.
The training session will cover the
science of climate change, including
how changes in our polar regions are
impacting the wider world, and the
action that governments are taking to

tackle the problem.
Community leaders will have the
chance to learn and see examples of
how climate change impacts their
region. There will be an opportunity
to share and discuss local
experiences, learn from peers, and
understand how best to communicate
this critical topic more widely.
The Royal Meteorological Society
will deliver the training in
partnership with the British
Antarctic Survey thanks to funding
awarded by Natural Environmental
Research Council (part of UK
Research & Innovation) through its
Growing Roots public engagement
funding opportunity.
Training sessions will take place
between October 2022 and February
2023 and have a capacity of 20
individuals per session (maximum of
two attendees per organisation per
training session, or ve across the
whole series).
Thursday 8 December – 12:00-13:30 –
Wales | Community Leaders Climate
Change Training
See the mets.org to register.

WHATEVER MEN MAY SAY
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he Acts of the Apostles is a
story of true and amazing
things about the life of the
early Church. Some characters play
big parts in that story; other’s are
not even named.
When I told people in south Wales
that we were moving to north
Wales, one of the rst questions
people asked me was: ‘I didn’t know
you could speak Welsh?’ followed
closely by, ‘How did people up there
know about you?’
Well, I haven’t needed to dust o
my Welsh dictionary yet, and I
don’t think people in Swansea and
Port Talbot realise how closely
intertwined the PCW is. However,
it is true, I’m not very famous, I’m
not very in uential or wise by
human standards, and I didn’t have
a noble birth... but when I stated in
a recent series of sermons in
Penrhyn Bay that God’s deeds in
Acts are exciting and marvellous, to the Christians they truly are, but
to unbelievers these same things
are boring, meaningless and even
foolish.
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It doesn’t matter if you have few
quali cations, little Bible

knowledge, or you’re unfamiliar
with church history, because ‘God
chose the foolish things of the world
to shame the wise… It is because of
him that you are in Christ Jesus,
who has become for us wisdom from
God’ 1 Corinthians 1:27-31

Remember, God chooses ordinary
people to give Him glory and to
magnify His name. He doesn’t need
rich or famous people to big him up,
or to mention Him in speeches. He
is the Lord, the giver and
maintainer of all life.
Christians are God’s people,
described as the Church. He can
make our talents and o erings
spread further than we can
imagine.
As future generations look back at
the history of Christianity in
Penrhyn Bay our names may not
even be mentioned or remembered,
but each is known to God.
For we are God’s handiwork,
created in Christ Jesus to do good
works, which God prepared in
advance for us to do.
Ephesians 2:10
Revd Timothy Hodgins is the
recently appointed minister of
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NOTES ON THE FUNERAL
The Moderator of the Association,
Mike Ward, re ects on the funeral of
Queen Elizabeth II
he 19th September 2022, St
George’s Chapel Windsor. At
the end of her nal journey on this
earth, the instruments of
sovereignty – the sceptre, the orb
and the crown – had been removed
from the co n of Her Majesty
Elizabeth II. Queen Elizabeth II, in
death, was about to enter the grave
stripped of royal insignia. She
would leave this world, as she
entered it, sans everything and
dependent wholly on God’s grace.
The family wreath remained, as
familiar as any wreath we have all
placed on the co ns of loved ones –
more sparkling, more valuable
perhaps than any diamonds and
rubies of the State Crown. It
contained, amongst other oral
tributes from the nations of our
United Kingdom, myrtle grown
from a sprig of myrtle held by Her
Majesty in her wedding bouquet.
“Consider the lies of the eld…”
But now one nal piece of ritual. At
precisely 4.45pm on the 19th of
September 2022, The Lord
Chamberlain broke his wand of
o ce, placing it on the co n.
Wands to the modern generation
fl
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belong to the world of Harry Potter.
They bring dazzling light and
scatter magic stardust. The light of
a seventy-year reign has gone.

P

erhaps our Queen did cast a
magic spell out of duty and that
radiant smile; but the dazzling light
has gone, the stardust dissolved.
And yet that is exactly how it
should be. “And there shall be no
night there; and they need no
candle, neither light of the sun; for
the Lord God giveth them light: and
they shall reign for ever and ever.”
What we witnessed, subtly in the
wedding bouquet myrtle of the
Queen’s funeral wreath (who
spotted it?) and more obviously in
the dramatic breaking of the
Chamberlain’s wand, was
something that as a Church we
must celebrate: continuity.
Consider the days leading up to that
historic funeral when the Queen lay
in state and 250,000 of her subjects
passed by in silent tribute. During
those days and nights, she lay under
the hammer-beam roof of
Westminster Hall, commissioned
by Richard II. Those oak struts
which have been so familiar to us
now must have been acorns long
before the days of King Canute!

C

harles will not need, nor ask
for, magic when the Lord
Chamberlain is reappointed (he is
no underling or Gilbert and
Sullivan chorus member but a
former head of MI5) and receives
his new wand. King Charles III will
pray for wisdom. He will turn to
God’s word. And in receiving, by
God’s grace, that wisdom, he will
nd his own magic and all he needs
to follow Her Majesty, to continue
the succession of kings and queens
since the days of King Athelstan
crowned in 925AD. Continuity.
And now? Welcome to a new
normal! I said that before, did I not,
when we emerged blinking into the
daylight after lockdown and the
(apparent) end of Covid
restrictions? But there is blessed
continuity in the Christian faith.
Kingdoms may rise, kingdoms may
fall but the Word of the Lord
endures forever more. Maybe the
Queen’s funeral was the one we had
wanted for our loved ones during
lockdown when families could not
gather and mourn together? Was
this Her Majesty’s last act of
service to bring us together in
sitting rooms around our TVs or in
parks and cinemas across the land
to hug and to console one another?
However we remember it,
Scripture reminded us that this
journey was both for Her Majesty
and, one day, for you, dear reader.
Continuity. Her journey will be
ours. “Go forth, O Christian soul,
from this world…” To another
world. Death and resurrection.
Continuity broken for a few
moments, like the Lord
Chamberlain’s wand, in the pause
that is our death.
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ontinuity. The rhythmic
metronome of autumn and
Advent is all about continuity. All
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Monarchs come, monarchs go,
monarchy endures.

Saints, when we remember our
private saints who have left us.
Remembrance Sunday and a
commemoration of those who
made the greatest sacri ce for us.
Tick, tock, tick, tock. Familiar
landmarks of continuous change
and yet not change. We look back,
we look forward. Advent. Tick,
tock, tick, tock. Continuity, the
passing of the seasons: the breaking
of summer’s wand. And at the end
of it all? Christmas! Another
Christmas. But a new Christmas.
Another end. Or is it another
beginning? For everything in these
“new normal” months of autumn
leads to Christmas where suddenly
it all makes sense – faith, death,
resurrection. God’s birth. God’s
continuity. T S Eliot put it more
eloquently:
We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the rst time.
“In my end is my beginning.” Let
God’s metronome mark your steps
to a new Advent, a new Christmas,
a new beginning: where you arrive
where you started and know the
place for the rst time.
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hen T.S. Eliot recited his
World War I opus “The
Waste Land” at a reading at
Windsor Castle, Queen Elizabeth
and her daughters Elizabeth and
Margaret were not impressed. “A
rather lugubrious man in a suit…
read a poem…I think it was called
‘The Desert,’” the Queen Mother
recalled. “And rst the girls got the
giggles, and then I did and then
even the king…Such a gloomy man,
looked as though he worked in a
bank, and we didn’t understand a
word.” Just as well they did not
have to sit through one of my
sermons!

Maybe the
Queen’s
funeral was
the one we
had wanted
for our loved
ones during
lockdown
when
families
could not
gather and
mourn
together?
Was this Her
Majesty’s
last act of
service to
bring us
together?

The Associate Minister in City Road,
Chester, Rev Mo Roberts, is
currently trying to teach me about
the poetry of TS Eliot. She’s a big fan
of his and I’m keen to learn so we’re
working our way through The Four
Quartets. We’ve only managed one
lesson so far so it’s slow progress but
it’s a start.
I’ve been honest with her. She’s an
enthusiastic teacher but I’m not
sure I really get it. I don’t get how
the punctuation works, I don’t get
why some sentences run on from
line to line. I don’t get where you
stop to take a breath? And I don’t
really get how I’m meant to be
feeling. Should I be moved by the
pictures he paints, or the phrases he
constructs or am I just meant to let
it wash over me? These are
questions for my poetry teacher.
Wish her luck…
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I mention poetry because I saw
something that moved me the other
day and, if I were a better writer, I
would like to think that I could write
fi

fi
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poetically about it. But I can’t. So I
shall merely describe it.
Our church in Mancot has been
visiting a local old people’s home on
a Saturday morning and last month I
met a man named Emlyn.
Emlyn was a giant. His head was big.
His hands were big. His hair was
unbrushed so it appeared to be big.
His slippers were big, his pyjamas
were big. He was a big man.
Or at least he used to be. He had
been a man of business, travelling to
the city of Chester to work in
nance. He would have been a big
man in the o ce, the sort of man
who took the lead in meetings,
wining and dining clients, hitting
the big tee shot on a Saturday
morning.
But all of that strength had gone. His
big ngers picked absentmindedly at
the fabric of his pyjamas, a sign, I
suppose, of Alzheimers.
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If I can’t be poetic about it, can I be
theological? Can I draw an
insightful parallel between that
old man shrinking and the gospel
or the church?
Sadly I cannot. Or at least a better
man than me has got there rst.
One time minister in our
denomination, Peter Milsom, once
remarked on how churches can be
like Emlyn. Only he called him,
Samson.
Samson was the original big man,
the strong man, the man to whom
the people turned for justice. He
relied on his strength, sleeping
soundly in his bed con dent in his
strength. Until one night his hair
was cut, his strength gone, and he
awoke to nd his strength had
departed.
Churches too can nd themselves
like Emlyn. The big denomination,
the big church in the town. They
rest on their laurels until one day
they nd that society has lost
interest in them; the archbishop is
no longer listened to, the Bishops
are mocked. The church likewise
nds that whilst its boundary walls
don’t move, their number decrease
and suddenly they are a small man
in big pyjamas.
TS Eliot famously wrote,
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“This is the way the world ends
Not with a bang but a whimper.”
fi

fi

When did Emlyn realise he was
losing his strength? When did he
stop being the man to whom
people would pass the jam jar with
the sti lid? When did he nd he
no longer understood the
computer in the o ce, or indeed
the jokes? When did he stop being
a big man and start being a small
man in big clothes.

The Treasury
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It feels like that for us too,
perhaps. Our buildings are
big, cumbersome and hard to
heat. Our congregations,
such as they are, are older
and wearier than they once
were. We feel, perhaps like
Samson, waking up, wiping
our eyes, and nding
ourselves small and feeble.
What can we say? Only that
Samson knew strength once
more. God gave him one
more opportunity. Might he
have one more work of
sowing for us to do in order
that another may reap?
Perhaps.
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More importantly. Our great
Merthyr,
Samson has come and will
Caerdydd
never lose his strength. He
CF14 1DD
will never fall prey to
temptations or enemies. He
will never be distracted from
the work of Kingdom
building to which he has
been called. Our Samson’s
name is Jesus. We don’t need
to be the big man in his eyes. He
looks at us as we are. He loves us as
we are. So may we re ect on our
weakness but also celebrate the
strength of our God. A far greater
author once wrote in Job:
I have found a ransom for them—
let their esh be renewed like a
child’s;
let them be restored as in the days
of their youth’—
then that person can pray to God
and nd favour with him,
they will see God’s face and shout
for joy;
he will restore them to full wellbeing. (Job 33)

